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27th September 2016 
 
REF: PF/16/1032 Erection of 1 Free Range Hen Unit, Poplar Farm, Sutton Road, 
Hickling, Norwich NR12 0AS 
 
Dear Miss Tudhope 

While Hickling Parish Council are supportive of local businesses changing working practises and 
diversifying in order to remain viable, there area number of local objections to the application which 
need to be adequately addressed prior to approval being granted for such an intensive use of the 
site within such close proximity (140m) of residential dwellings. These objections are further 
compounded by your Environmental Health Officers comments objecting to the application on the 
grounds of insufficient information relating to the areas of concern to local residents and the Parish 
alike. It is assumed that the additional information shall be received prior to a recommendation 
being made to members; can we please be made aware when the information is received in order 
to update the local residents? 

Please see a number of questions and points of objection that were raised in the Parish Council 
meeting: 

Smell of Unit  
Map did not show adjacent properties (misleading as to how close residents are, can this be 
amended?) 
Position of feed towers is incorrect - locations should be correct in order to assess accurately. 
Method Statement indicates 18 hens per square metre whereas the EU directive is 9 per square 
metre. Can it be confirmed that this level of farming is acceptable? 
Are there any scrubbers in the ductwork system to clean the air displaced by tank system? 
If it goes ahead what redress do we have in the event of systems not working... 
Vermin concerns 
We only have C roads here...concerned about increase in volume and size of traffic 
Light pollution 
Air pollution 
Noise pollution 
General dust and noise from birds being outside 
Complaints procedure within method statements...is there one that would be acted on? 

Will any irregularities such as the location of dwellings be amended? In addition to these questions 
and objections members of the Parish Council raised further points.  



The application form states that surface water drainage will be via soak away and to an existing 
watercourse; there are no detailed drainage plans submitted. Is there a need for the IDB, LLFA or 
the EA to be consulted if surface water is proposed to be disposed of into an existing watercourse 
and are there any issues associated with the increased run off through the hard standing and roofs 
being disposed of this way? Have percolation tests been carried out to ensure that this is suitable 
and are there any concerns regarding contamination? 

It was requested that the agent consider conditions regarding times of day/night that fans are run 
and/or the maximum noise out put conditioned to ensure that there were no associated machinery 
noises that could cause a disturbance. It is assumed that such conditions will be placed on any 
grant of planning permission where appropriate.  

Given the size of the application did the LPA screen the proposal in relation to environmental 
impacts (schedule 2)? If so where is it located online please? (Apologies that I haven't found it if it 
were necessary and thank you for your patience.)  

It is a request that the members of the Development Committee visit a comparable site. The visit will 
allow members to assess the impact (noise, smell....) on the amenities of the area. Members do not 
need to enter a site, thus removing any bio hazard implications, but can assess the impact at similar 
distances to those proposed in this application to understand the effects, if any of the use. A site 
visit was put to the applicant at the parish council meeting on the 12th September and he was 
amenable to organising one. 

It is understood that there are fall back positions to be considered however given the very intense 
proposed use of the site the above comments are deemed valid ones and, it is hoped, can be 
adequately assessed with the provision of additional information and then conditions applied. As 
per the above if we can be notified when the additional information is received this would be 
appreciated, if there is an anticipated date for further information that we could tell concerned 
residents that would also assist in keeping everyone concerned up to date as it is assumed that 
consultations would not be sent out again. 

Yours sincerely 

Charlotte Hummel 

Hickling Parish Clerk 

 

	


